Ten years of progress in the network field are reviewed and recommendations made for the next ten years . Major achievements in the last ten years have taken place in part because of a consensus over what were the important issues. Successful work has taken place in such substantive fields as "°The Small World," triadic balance, status and role analysis, social exchange, complex organizations, community, social support, diffusion, and the study of flows and referrals . Methods, the area in which there has been the greatest consensus on the nature of problems has seen marked improvement in clustering and network manipulation generally, no sharp breakthroughs in sampling, and some major inventions in survey data collection which have led to entire new fields. I see less consensus about the problems to be tackled in the next ten years . Despite our attention to method and our renunciation of metaphor, concepts and metaphors (e.g ., "weak ties") have been the keystone of our success and deserve more attention in the next ten years. Similarly, the greatest advances in our field have come as the result of new data collection techniques (e .g., sociometry) . There is a serious crisis in our current ability to collect good sociometric data in unbounded systems and some major inventions must occur to lift us out of reanalysis of dated data sets. Finally, the organization field offers the greatest chances for success in data collection and the best chance to make wide impact theoretical advances .
Introduction
Nine years ago, in January 1979, I gave a talk at the AAAS meetings called "Frontiers of Research in Network Theory and Method." In that talk I reviewed, for an audience of scientists from other disciplines, the main intellectual problems of network analysis, and what remained to be worked on . Since that review, in the last ten years successful work has taken place in such substantive fields as "The Small World," triadic balance, status and role analysis, social exchange, complex organizations, community, social support, diffusion, and the study of flows and referrals. While there had been some consensus in 1979 that these were the fields in which we should be working, the greatest consensus was over issues in methods, especially those related to sampling, clustering and network manipulation; in the latter two topics there has been great progress . Yet despite Barnes' 1972 claim that the network field has successfully redeemed the hoary concept of social network from the realm of metaphor to the realm of serious research, I maintain that the most notable impacts of our field on the rest of social science have not come as a result of our major advances in quantitative network analysis . Rather, they continue to come from metaphor, constructs and concepts such as "structural equivalence," "weak ties," and "social support ." Second, I argue that the major explosions in research in our field have mainly followed upon inventions of new data collection devices, not the least of which was sociometry. New analytic methods therefore generally follow upon new constructs and new data collection, rather than create them . Since we have finally just about caught up with the analytic implications of current data collection techniques, progress in the next ten years is most likely to come from the invention of new data collection methods and new constructs . With these we will come to depend not on PC's but on super computers and parallel processing. All of which will involve for the next ten years a much greater leap into the unknown than we experienced during the last ten .
ARTICLES THE NEXT TEN YEARS
Let me now review the history of the past ten years in somewhat greater detail .
Micro-Analysis
With the caveat that almost all micro-analysis in the network field reveals the consequences of larger institutional arrangements and, further, that the character of relationships between individuals impacts on the entire social system, let me proceed as if there were a separate field of micro-analysis. Then I will talk about organizational behavior and finally about societies and institutions .
The Small World .
As an example of micro-analysis I noted in 1979 the small world problem -how many persons do individuals in different settings know, how do they go about making connections when they need to, and how can one estimate the probability, under different conditions that there are links of one kind or another between pairs of individuals . (In one sense this problem deals with the fundamental building blocks of network analysis, but, typically, it both responds to and is responsible for macro-social characteristics.) In any case, as the recent volume, The Small World, (Kochen 1989 ) testifies s to, we have made progress here yet many important issues remain unsolved and work continues .
Triadic Balance
In 19791 reviewed Heider's balance theorem and noted various work in the field and gave some practical applications in terms of theories of social integration and desegregation, titillating the audience of non-sociologists, I hoped, with the question of whether little girls are more exclusive in their relationships than little boys . The present audience knows the answer (For example, Hallinan 1982) . While the technical problems of triads and their analysis have essentially been solved, the impact of these solutions on the general theory of integration much less its practice has been, I fear, minimal. If I am correct in this assessment (the operation has been successful but the patient has died), we need to come back to this point .
Status and Role Analysis and Exchange Theory
The reasons why I group these two topics together is that they both implicitly deal with the issue of actors' motivations, and both involve theories of action. I am going to engage here in a lengthy aside because I consider the role topic critical to our future work in the next ten years . In 1979 I placed all role analysis in the "Harvard school, led by Harrison White." The school has become more diffuse and includes Burt who might be classified as both second generation Harvard and Columbia, but that is another matter . Since there are various ways of describing Harvard structuralism, let me quote from my 1979 paper for an introduction which I still consider to be accurate.
The school was much influenced by the structural anthropology of Nadel (1957) . Unlike the structuralism of Levi-Strauss or the role theory of Talcott Parsons, Nadel stressed that roles were not abstractions of norms and cultural ideas but rather modes of action allocated to individuals . Thus, his structuralism was the pattern derived from the actual interaction of concrete entities . (Curiously, both Lazarsfeld and Nadel were students of Bhfler, and both were influenced, as was Lewin, by Buhler's studies of action). [I should add something upon which I did not elaborate in 1979 . As some of you know, Lazarsfeld was much interested in theories of action, and his concept of personal influence which was a precursor of network analysis grew from his studies of such actions as voting and other decisionmaking. Thus, both structural equivalence and interconnection models of networks developed from applied studies of action brought to America from Germany . This in contrast to the other German import brought by Talcott Parsons in which action, interaction, and social structure were abstract metaphors .] The Harvard school has emphasized networks as systems not of interconnections but of similarities of relationships between social units who are then, by virtue of this similarity, said to occupy the same position. More than any other tradition, White and his colleagues have allowed for the study of a number of flows [through networks] at once . Thus, A and B are structurally similar because they not only have similar affective ties with others, but also cognitive, evaluative, and other similar ties . Whether or not they themselves are interconnected is not directly the issue .
In view of current controversy as to what constitutes structural similarity and how it is to be measured, I consider my 1979 statement a masterpiece of equivocation, and I shall leave it at that, at least for the moment . (An upto-date review of methods, theories, claims and counter-claims, are found in papers originally presented at the very Sunbelt Conference where this talk was originally given . See Freeman (1988) . Pattison (1988) reviews and summarizes the issues.) What is important, as Burt (1987) has pointed out, is that structural similarity also implies a non-normative theory of motivation in which actors are motivated by self-interest determined by their structural position or roles. Statuses or roles and role relations are defined strictly in terms of a patterned network position, not in terms of pictures individuals may have in their heads . This position affects behavior in at least two ways : first, social comparison theory borrowed from social psychology suggests that "competition" usually occurs between structurally equivalent others, and second, in so far as the network pattern leads to a situation in which some actors have "more" in terms of centrality, sociometric rank, autonomy and other network derived at tributes, self-interested individuals are motivated to maintain these more desirable positions .
Ekeh noted some time ago (1974) , that theories based on self-interest which take account only of dyadic social exchange eventually lead to logical contradictions . Hence network based self-interest theory is a major theoretical advance. The Emerson-Cook power-dependency theory, especially as it has been recently developed, and work by Marsden and others show how network position affects exchange behavior (Cook 1987) . A parsimonious interpretation of the exchange behavior comes to the same assumptions about motivation as structural similarity based role theory.
While this convergence is extremely persuasive, I remain uneasy with status and role as merely network position, and with network influenced behavior as the sole source of inferred motivation other than self-interest . There is indeed a difference between statuses and roles for which the "natives" have a term, and social positions which we impose on the data and which result from analyses or observations by social scientists. Take, for example, the many small groups (really, members of organizations) upon which we have whet our networks tools . There is a difference between a status that we have identified and the recognition by the natives that a person holds such a status . Similarly, the metaphor used by psychologists when they say a person is "taking the role of father" in a group is quite different from the word which group members apply when they say "the Boss ." When the natives have a term, however diffuse and inaccurate, for a position or a role relation, then a host of valuational and attitudinal baggage become part of the interaction even when the term is not explicitly invoked by the natives. Thus there are at least three kinds of usages for the status and role complex (leaving aside the differences between Parsons and Merton in their usage of the terms status and role) : (1) a structural position inferred through network analysis; (2) a current role performance evocative of behavior in the family of origin (this usage is not usual among sociologists though frequent among psychologists) ; (3) a concept or term used by natives to refer to positions and or performances . Both performance and motivation in a particular position are affected by expectations about the position and performance when a native term is present . If this is what Parsons had in mind by normative social structure, then under the conditions described, it is an accurate analysis of certain aspects of empirical situations to be ignored only at one's peril.
Similarly, in exchange theory, our assumptions about what the natives know about the nature of their networks is critical to our theorizing. We love the Kula Ring because, according to Malinowski (1922) , the total shape of the network, not to mention its consequences for social solidarity, were matters which "not even the most intelligent native has any clear idea of." The most intellectually charming aspect of network analysis is that we are able to make visible that which, without our "macro-scope" is invisible to natives . We are able to get up in our helicopter and see the traffic patterns in which the natives are stuck. What is more, in my research, I have never found a case in which the natives' views of their structure are entirely accurate .-And this goes also for our "most intelligent natives" whom we call intellectuals. In my study of the American intellectual elite (Kadushin 1974) , we asked respondents to characterize intellectual circles . None of them had an even close to accurate picture . I know our network picture was accurate not only because it "worked" and made good sense at the time and was acknowledged as correct and "obvious" once the natives had seen it, but because, even though I could not realize it at the time, it also predicted the intellectual circle pattern ten years later. In the upper right hand corner of our computer drawn sociogram (direction entirely accidental and arbitrary) the circle which eventually became known as the Neo-Conservatives was clearly shown . meats . The entire procedure rests on manipulation by the experimenter so that subjects do not know the shape of their network. The results would obviously be very different if the subjects knew the shape of the network . (Incidentally, I am not sure what they would be, though the implication of the experimenters is that the results would be trivial since the subjects, knowing their position, would either behave exactly as the experimenters predicted, or refuse to play at all -oh that our undergraduates would be so rational!) .
Then there is the matter of net generalized exchange --the situation in which individuals do something for
• collective in the expectation that should the situation arise, they too will be helped . In America, barn raising is • classic example. I have called this the "Cast thy bread upon the waters .. ." situation and it is as common in contemporary society as in so-called primitive ones (Kadushin 1981) . In our world it means that if someone asks me for a reference, I will give it to them in the expectation that when I ask, I, too, will be given information . Or in my study of computers, under certain circumstances, individuals are quite willing to spend time helping others with their inevitable problems . The key to this situation is that the discounted reward for this help is likely to take place not with the person one originally helped but with some other member of the same social system . Obviously, this depends on the natives knowing that they are part of a general network and being able to identify others who might be part of the same system. There are a variety of other specifications that may be hypothesized . Some vision of the system by the natives, however inaccurate it may be, is required in n-person exchange networks . This vision or cognized position affects motivation just as observed structural position affects motivation . (Note that in Gillmore 1987 actors had some idea of the shape of the network but not the power relation) .
Finally, I will note that a consideration of native views of structural position is often explicitly invoked by network theorists when they begin to discuss practical matters and become interested in manipulation of the network by participants. Here one necessarily becomes Goffmanesque, constructs one's social reality, and takes account of the pictures network participants have in their heads, as well as the objectively observed network position . Obviously, in my vision of the next ten years I am going to call upon us further to explore the linked issues of network position, motivation, and exchange . More later.
Individual-Environment Relations
The Decline of Community.
I noted "The alleged demise of community is an observation that implies that individuals are less connected one with another than they might have been at some point in the past, and that this disconnectedness results in less meaningful neighborhoods and communities, at best, and to increased mental disorder, crime, and other such disasters, at worst. . .. Network theory and methods convert this general observation to a series of observations that lead to specific tests." In fact, work in this field has been nothing less than spectacular : the Northern California (Fischer 1982) , the East York (Wellman et al 1988) , and the United States GSS (Burt 1987a ) studies have made important contributions and specified the conditions under which persons are related to and in connection with others in their interpersonal environment and the consequences of these connections. We might eventually even get "intellectuals" to pay attention to our findings that rumors of the death of community are greatly exaggerated. There is a reason for the success of this field, and again, I want to come back to this .
Social Support
In 1979 I observed that "A number of specific predictions about relations between individuals and their ability to draw upon one another for help in situations that bureaucracies and public services cannot help with can be made" as special cases of the more general problem of community . I think I vastly underestimated the major industry that social support studies have become . Perhaps more than any other network topic, most of the work in this field has been accomplished by persons other than those formally identified as network experts and it is my myopic view that the better work is done by our fellow networkers, mainly because the network orientation forces a wider view of the issues. There now appear at least one or two intelligent review articles per year, each bemoaning
• confusion and the lack of cumulative findings in the field (eg., Kessler et al 1985) . Although different reasons for the lacunae are given, all seem to agree that "theory" or the lack of it is partly to blame, along with the related ills of poor conceptualization and measurement . Nonetheless, there have been many significant advances, with a deepening consensus on problems and findings . This paper is not the place to review the field (nor any other) in detail but it is worth noting that purely structural characteristics of the ego-centered networks usually studied in the social support literature generally account for . a small part of the variance, and often none, of dependent variables such as individual well-being or its converse, as variously measured . Even when there are positive findings, they are often specified to hold true for some conditions but not others . I do not find surprising that the more proximate and relevant the supporter, the greater the amount of variance accounted for on attributes that are intensely personal, and that in any case, much depends on the context . But more upon this later when I shall build on the excellent recommendations of Nan Lin (1986) for suggesting where we might go in the future .
Matching Individuals with Social Organizations
Studies of the matching process between individuals and organizations are the converse of studies of social support which investigate what happens when individuals' needs are not or cannot be met by organizations . From a theoretical point of view, individuals' search for professional help is strongly related to their systems of social support. "A classic concern at the level of relations between individuals and their environment," I said in 1979, "has to do with the way individuals make connections between themselves and the many organizations in society ." I then cited my own early work on how people find psychiatric help with the aid of the not so mythical circle of "friends and supports of psychotherapy" -the study that got me interested in networks in the first place (Kadushin 1969) , and Grannovetter's (1974) now classic study on how individuals find jobs . The specific topics themselves, the use of psychiatric services (eg., Leaf and Bruce 1987) and resource mobilization in job finding (eg., Marsden and Huribert 1988) have seen considerable work . Yet despite the fact that the problem of making connections with organizations is critical theoretically -we owe to the subject matter the concept of "weak ties," and lucrative practically -market research is nothing more than the exploration of manipulable factors in the individual-organization nexus, the general theory of individual-institution matching via social networks has not received the attention I believe it deserves . Notable exceptions are recent advances in studies of recruitment to voluntary organizations (McPherson and Smith-Lovin 1987) and to social movements (Fernandez and McAdam 1988) .
Diffusion
Though I mentioned this field in 1979 as part of the history of social networks, pointing out the role of Paul Lazarsfeld and his students in studying personal influence (Katz and Lazarsfeld 1955 ; Coleman, Katz and Menzel 1966) , I did not discuss diffusion per se . This was a mistake for several reasons . First, diffusion does have a venerable tradition in anthropology, sociology (especially rural sociology), and the more recent field of communications. Second, it is the perfect multi-level topic in which theory must blend individual motivation with the structure of entire societies . Third, fruitful work in the intervening years by Rogers (Rogers and Kincaid 1981) and Burt (1987) among others have stimulated interest in the field. Fourth, the field enjoys clear cut controversies, namely, under what conditions does diffusion filiate through "hands-on" personal influence and under what conditions is social emulation by structurally similar others (more prosaically, the "keeping up with the Joneses hypothesis") sufficient to explain the spread of objects, ideas, or behaviors . Since change is so important in our society, and since diffusion is a major cause as well as a hand-maiden of change, I would award a Nobel prize in sociology, if there were one, to those who come up with a well-grounded generalized theory of diffusion . There are serious impediments to the development of such a theory, however, a matter I shall take up later.
Organizational Analysis
"At the level of analysis of organizations, there are three classic questions : what is the nature of informal relations in an organization to the formal structure ; how do organizations overlap with one another, and what is the relationship between organizations and their environment ." It still seems cogent to divide the field in the same way today. Some of the most active and interesting work of the past decade has been associated with the last two topics. So much has been done with corporate over lap, and organizational position within industries and systems of organizations as to defy my ability quickly to summarize it. Government, private corporate, public corporate, health, scientific and even cultural organization systems have all been studied . Most of this work has been conducted by small organizations themselves, that is, by various research teams . I am leaving out very important players even if I merely list a few of the team captains, eg . : Burt (1988) , Galaskiewicz (1985) , Laumann and Knoke (1987) , Mintz and Schwartz (1985) , and Stokman (Stokman et al 1988) . In the cultural field, Crane (1987) , DiMaggio (1987) and I (Kadushin 1976) , among others, have contributed . In public administration, Wolfe's Pinellas County project (1987 ) is an exemplar . Surprisingly, the first topic, informal relations within organizations, has not advanced much over what I presented in 1979, although if one counts methodological -work in analyzing the structure of small groups, and studies on the relation between perception of relations and actual relations, then there has been an enormous amount of work . I consider the organizational field critical for the next ten years, if for no other reason than that so much has happened to organizations in the real world, about which I shall have more to say later.
Institutional and Total System Analysis
This field is the one where we in the network field could make extremely significant contributions, yet the amount of work required to do this is very great and we have not yet lived up to our own expectations, unless we include national studies of organizations such as those noted under the heading of organizational overlap studies . In 1979 I described my team's studies of systems of national elites . Since then we have been joined by Laumann and Knoke with their studies of elite organizations in the U .S. These studies really require a comparative reference, and our comparison of US, Australian and West German elite systems has just now been submitted for publication (Higley, et al) . There have been some good center/periphery studies in the world systems tradition, but the greatest promise is White's network of researchers and data bases (American Anthropological Association 1985) . The major substantive work is yet to come from this project too . Perhaps our best hope for whole system analysis lies in historical research but despite Tilly's notable advances (eg .1988) we are handicapped by incomplete data.
Flows
There was one substantive topic which I took up in 1979 which cross-cut the rest of the discussion, namely the problem of flow through networks . A network involves nodes and connections . The connections represent something that flows from one node to another, and at least prior to 1979, most of the traditions of research in networks tended to emphasize only one kind of flow. For example, according to Ekeh, one of the first students of networks was Frazer (1919) who was interested in explaining the dynamics of cross-cousin marriage . In his analysis, women and services were the objects which flowed through the observed network, and the motivations for exchange were primarily utilitarian economic, that is, the items exchanged (women) "were valued for their commercial worth in native Australian society" (Ekeh 1974, p. 24) . Note, by the way, that in this literature women are exchanged, not men, though it is my understanding that the relation "marriage" is by definition reciprocal so that if a man is married to a woman, the woman is also married to the man. In any case, these objects could be accumulated in various ways so as to gain power and rank in the system, so that power was a secondary flow through the network. The flow of objects of value --symbolic or of direct utility --again raises all the important questions about motivation for exchange and the social consequences of the shape of the total network .
But the American sociologists interested in sociometry in the 1930's and 40's and to some extent the British anthropologists who rediscovered sociometry and network studies in the 50's (see Wolfe 1978 for a review) bypassed most of these issues by focusing on the exchange of affect and cathexis --liking, disliking, and similar such matters. This tradition of affect exchange influenced Homans (1974) and the Blau of 1964 and blinded many investigators to the broader scope of networks which could be studied with the same sociometric techniques . The Columbia University group under the leadership of Paul I azarsfeld did study both influence and cognitive flows, and because the content of what they studied was so different from the sociometry of Moreno it took them some time to realize that they were in the same business . Now we take for granted the myriad of possible types of connections and flows . But despite or because of the advances of the Harvard school in studying multiple flows, the years since 1979 have not seen the development of a theory of types of flows and the different kinds of networks and motivations which. they may engender . Again, I save for the second part of this talk a discussion of the work that has to be done in the next ten years .
Methods
This completes my necessarily sketchy and incomplete substantive review of the distance between today and January 1979. Note that I have not yet touched on methodological issues, that which our field is mainly noted for, at least by outsiders. At that time I said:
Many wrongly believe that network analysis is concerned mainly with methodological issues . To redress what I consider to be an incorrect assessment of the field, I have devoted most of this paper to matters Winter, 1989 Connections of theory. But it is true that themain thrust of advances in network theory have been made possible by advances in networks methods . -Let me now briefly run down what I saw as the methodological problems facing the field in 1979 . I first discussed the problems of data collection, noting that although Moreno invented sociometry, he left us with a lot of problems. I mentioned the informant accuracy problem first brought to our attention by Bernard and company (1981) and further discussed by Hammer (1984) . While some may say that the greatest contribution to methods of the Irvine team led by Freeman is UCINET (and as a regular user I am much appreciative), my own feeling is that the theory and demonstration of sociometric "deep structure" is probably their most important work . Much more needs to be done here, however, as I will point out momentarily . Then there was the great invention by a Toronto team (Wellman himself assigns credit to Shuhnan, 1972) of the sample survey research ego-centered network system . I rank the invention of this method as close to the invention of sociometry itself as generative of both empirical studies and theoretical problems. We have now done much work with this approach (I would still like to find an acceptable one word tag for it -I will leave the problem to Barry) and I think we now know much more about its advantages and limitations .
I also noted that "if there are problems when there is too little data (as in the sample survey ego-centered network), there are also issues which arise when there is too much data as occurs when archival data of one kind or another is explored." Since this statement was made prior to the extended use of E-mail, we now have the problem in spades. Something will just have to happen here and I hope Rice and company (1987, see extensive references) know the answer. I would like to do some work in this area and I haven't the foggiest idea of how to cope with the mountains of data. More about this in the organization context in a moment .
Then I mentioned sampling problems which actually may be related to the very issue of too much data . I said, "In general the probability theory of networks is just beginning to be explored, although there have already been some significant advances ." I don't know this field well, but I suspect the same statement will do today, though Erickson et al (1981) and Frank may disagree .
The most noteworthy thing I said in 1979 is no longer true, I believe, and this is a sign of tremendous progress: "Once we have some network data, however collected, then the real problems begin . A main reason for the lack of progress in network theory has been our inability to analyze network data ." The variety of methods enshrined in UCINET together with STRUCTURE and NEGOPY, not to mention a number of other approaches including some Alba and I have worked on are all alive and well (See Freeman 1988a) . Still, some problems remain even here.
To summarize my review of the last nine years and to pat ourselves on the back, let me quote from my last paragraph of that 1979 paper, delivered, as you may recall to a general audience of scientists .
One of the great joys, as well as one of the great challenges, of network analysis is that both the theoretical areas I have outlined as well as the methodological ones alluded to (and they obviously go hand in hand) are well known and agreed upon . There may be several different teams around the world working on the corporate overlap problem --both in theory and method; everyone in the field is aware of deficiencies in ways we now cluster net works .. . and so on. When solutions appear, they are clearly recognized as such. All this my be old hat to the hard sciences, and similar situations have been know in psychology, but such clear recognition of the frontiers of a field is relatively unusual in the social sciences.
The Next Ten Years
Now finally, to what I promised to talk about. I have covered a great deal of ground reviewing the past in order to forecast the future . I would like to summarize what I have said under four headings : data, computation, concepts, and typology . The first two will no doubt surprise you since some of you may feel we have had enough of one and perhaps have devoted too much attention to the second . As for concepts and typology, you will feel that our greatest success was replacing these tired approaches with some thing more substantial, say with grounded propositions. Let me now try to justify my prejudices .
Our first need and perhaps greatest challenge lies, surprisingly enough, in data collection . Our analytic techniques and theoretical ideas have clearly run far ahead of our ability to collect good network data . It is no accident, as our Marxist friends are wont to say, that most of our analytic work has been devoted to a constant rehash of the same (boring?) data sets. If one looks at the history of network analysis then clearly all of our major strides have followed new techniques and ideas for data collection . The sociogram of the 1930's was our beginning, and one of our problems is that we are still generally unable to obtain adequate network material except from small group sociograms, or very careful observation; the willingness of subjects to nominate names or to allow us to collect good observational data declines yearly. There is a great promise in archival or unobtrusive data, but then, instead of the drought of data collection we are flood ed . Something must happen here -we must have a new invention --or we will go out of business as we now know it. For example, I can't award my "Nobel Prize" equivalent for diffusion theory because we do not have adequate data and it is not clear how we can get it . The invention of the snowball sample . in the 1950's promised good diffusion studies and led to much excitement, but with the exception of the somewhat messy data set of the "Doctors and New Drugs" study of the BASR, this technique has been more promising than effective . It is noteworthy that the first personal influence study of Lazarsfeld and Katz actually failed because the initial respondents could not remember who recommended the movies and the other trivial matters being studied. The book, Personal Influence, was known as a "rescue job" and this accounted for its appearance many years after the data were originally collected. If we recall that the best most of us can do in sample surveys with less than mammoth budgets is to obtain a 60 to 70 percent response rate, and then assume the best possible case -that our snowball sample is no worse than the original sample and that, despite respondent fantasy that we represent the IRS, the FBI or both, our study is so intriguing that respondents are just dying to name their interaction partners, then even the least mathematical of us can see that in two waves we very rapidly attenuate our response and that in any case even the initial snowball response generates so much missing data as to make the resulting networks fairly useless as serious empirical tests of diffusion theory . We have a serious problem and we must solve it.
Not that we haven't made some progress. The Freemans' work on the relation between what is observed, deep social structure, and the interactions people themselves remember is a critical beginning (Freeman, et al 1987) . Bernard and Killworth's (et al 1988) cross cultural experiments on critical social statuses for networking are also important. Nonetheless, we have just begun to crack the data collection nut .
It is clear that new data collection techniques have also driven the community research field and have been largely responsible for the great progress that has been made in the last ten years . But there are biases in selfreported ego-centered networks and they represent the limiting edge of the utility of community studies . Attempts to correct for these biases by snowball sampling of the interpersonal environment run into the problems that I have already mentioned. Let me suggest a fantasy. Suppose in a small community of 10,000 we briefly interviewed everyone over 18 and obtained five to ten names in a fashion similar to the GSS model . Suppose we solved the problem of getting people to give names. Would we like this data set better? Of course . Would we know what to do with the data? No, because most of our analytic techniques are based on the assumption that all we can collect are small data sets. New data collection possibilities here would drive new analytic techniques. We should dream a bit more.
The related field of social support suffers from similar problems . As I noted, the better work in the social support literature has come from fellow networkers, but the limitations of the self-reported ego-centered networks are partly responsible for the problems of the field and may account for the limited impact of structure on the dependent variables of interest . Self-reports of social support networks which are to be used as predictive of any measure of well-being are in fact theoretically, if not practically impossible . The reason they are theoretically impossible is that self-reports in almost every case systematically confound the independent with the dependent variable. To give a caricature: "Do you have any friends?" is to be tested against, "Are you depressed?" Since one of the indicators of depression is that persons are unable to get out of their shell enough to interact with others, not to mention are likely to think that nobody loves them, we should hardly be surprised when we find some association between the two questions. Thus they are merely indicators of the same dimension, not separate measures of it. This is one reason why structural measures of network characteristics do so poorly in comparison with the tautology I have just described. As Lin (1986) and others have pointed out, a major problem of measurement in the social support literature has been conceptualization, and this is true, but I am convinced that the problem is not solvable in principle . But it is in practice, or nearly so, since by carefully specifying detailed support, it is possible to get measures that are less reactive . But this impedes the development of a general theory of support, since the best measurements are those which are most specific to a given situation . Generalization must be on a purely conceptual level. So there is plenty of work to do here in the next ten years.
The field of organization studies offers hope for getting good new data, provided we solve the data surfeit problem . We already have had a good record in this field and much has happened in the real world that cries for our attention . Vast shifts in the world economy have turned corporate organizations upside down in ways of which most who do not closely observe these organizations are unaware : globalization of industry and the willingness to buy products and services world-wide at the lowest cost means that organizational boundaries and structures have become more fluid . Members of corporate organizations are being called upon to engage in "networking" behaviors that they do not know how to do . Further, with constant reduction in the number of salaried employees and the simplification of the number of hierarchical levels, the concept of a bureaucratic "career" has largely evaporated leaving managers with uncertain motivations and much anxiety . Although these are all network issues, current network and organizational theory cannot handle these facts . Since executives and other elites have network managers, otherwise called secretaries, and since management generally leaves a vast paper trail, and since E-mail with its machine readable text is being even more widely used, given appropriate access we can have almost unlimited high quality network data, provided we know what to do with data sets that are larger than the Sampson monastery . Remember I said something about communities of 10,000? Most complex organizations of the kind I have in mind have many more managerial employees than 10,000, and their situation is such that we could get quite good network data from them . Data problems aside, if we are to make sense of the new complex organizations, theory will have to be advanced because we will have to solve problems concerned with multiple flows, role theory, exchange theory, and motivation . The answers that we find could make Weber as dated in studies of bureaucracy as Aristotle is in physics . The record of the network field is that theory development follows advances in data collection and is dependent upon it, although theory also contributes to data analysis methods . The latter also has a strong impact on theory . The next step in data analysis then is obvious . If we are not to stagnate we must process and analyze very large data sets . About ten years ago, Richard Alba (1972) , with my kibitzing, developed a system for analyzing up to 10,000 persons in conjunction with our elite studies . With about 700 individuals and a density of only about 7 percent, we made a mistake and specified that we would count N person maximal complete subgraphs with n equal to a diameter of 3 . The program ran almost all night on Columbia's then new huge 360 system and ate up about $8,000 of computer time which the university then, unsuccessfully, tried to collect from our project . But now we have super-computers and parallel processing . I am hardly a computer science expert, but it seems to me from casual inspection that a number of our network analysis algorithms in fact can be broken down in pieces to suit the needs of parallel processing. In any case, we are probably one of the few communities of social scientists who can profitably make use of the super computers. In fact, I argue, we desperately need them if our field is to advance . We need to establish a consortium and go to NSF for funds to pay thinkers and programmers to convert some of our existing ideas so that we can analyze the large scale data sets which our new sources of methods for data collection will uncover . (The computer time is essentially free .) If we do this, then network analysis will change very dramatically in the next ten years .
Having called for a major effort in computation, let me now turn about and argue that the time has also come for a much more extended and self-conscious use of metaphors and constructs which I shall suggest has utility both for theory development and data collection . We did need to abandon metaphor for a while in order to make progress. But these very advances created new constructs which have proven very useful . In fact, I can make a very good case for the proposition that once the hard numerical analysis work has been done, that the real progress in the field and the drive for theory and ideas has come as a result of the constructs that were developed in the course of the analysis . I need only mention four terms for you to get the idea : "balance," "weak ties," "structural equivalence," and "social support ." True, the constructs always need to be pinned down and in their unspecified state cause much difficulty. But the record shows that these concepts generate research in ways that almost nothing else can, and .not so incidentally, they boost one's social science citation count (see Connections 1987, X, #3, p191) and thus, indirectly, one's salary. For these reasons alone they deserve much more attention over the next ten years.
We face a special problem with constructs used in role analysis and in the study of flows through network systems. We need to pay special attention not only to structural equivalence but also to what the natives think about their positions and the names they have for them . We have not integrated what we used to know about role theory into what we now know about structural equivalence . One or two good concepts or metaphors would go a long way here. The same holds true for what flows through networks . Positions can be equivalent in terms of one type of flow but not in terms of others. At the risk of being immediately hooted down I might remind you of cathectic, cognitive and evaluative flows as candidates for flow analysis . The problem is that these terms are not especially striking as metaphors and so have captured little current theoretical attention.
Metaphors and constructs also need to be more widely used in data collection . The broker, the patron, the sense of density and connectedness, exchange, multiplexity, the perceived network shape, strategies of structural autonomy and the like are all things we can get our respondents to talk about . Until such time as we improve our ability to handle large networks and analyze total systems, we can get some notion of respondents' sense of their own structural location by presenting them with a metaphor or construct which captures structure and process as they see it. The ubiquitous verb of "networking" is just a beginning . Thus, I am suggesting we translate back into respondent terms some of the concepts and findings of our "hard" network analysis and use these terms as aids in data collection .
Once we stop to think about concepts used as metaphors for social structure and process we discover a great gap in our thinking, We have many concepts which we can use as metaphors for parts of social structure and for various aspects of the web of social relations . But we have almost no concepts which apply to total networks . For example, we can describe total net works in terms of a center-periphery pattern or centralized-decentralized . I have made a living over the past number of years by analyzing systems that had a social circle pattern --that is, were systems which bent back upon themselves, which were characterized by indirect interaction, and which had no formal hierarchy or rules which clearly defined membership or appropriate norms of interaction . But I cannot think of many such terms as social circle . There is bound to be a reciprocal relationship (if I may use these terms in non-social interaction ways) between large data system network analysis and terms which characterize whole systems. The terms drive the search for algorithms, and the resulting data analysis helps to create the terms. We don't have adequate typologies of social networks because we have not developed enough terms describing whole systems so that we can uncover the underlying dimensions . Of course one can work conversely and think about the dimensions of whole systems and then come up with the terms . In practice, however, it seems that most of the good terms came first and the dimensions afterwards . Whatever the strategy chosen, we must develop such terms or be unable to advance our field . The problem is not only with large systems, but even smaller ones. The various reanalyses of the small systems contained, for example, on the UCINET distribution would benefit if the analyses were asymptomatic to some describable structure.
My interest in characterizing whole structure patterns has led to a continuing interest in pictures --the old fashioned sociogram. Back in 1968 Richard Alba and I very successfully developed a system for computer drawn sociograms which handled as many as several hundred nodes . We had hoped to use this method as an aid to characterizing elite systems. By and large we failed on two accounts . First, we could not at the time get the paper published basically because reviewers could not find the utility in what we did and second, because the national elite systems we were analyzing all had pretty much the same social structure . Still, I very much believe that we can learn something by looking at pictures . Our old method languished after the type of plotter we used became an antique . But Klovdahl (1986 Klovdahl ( ,1989 ) has taken up the task (and managed to get his work published!) and recently I have become so desperate to get good pictures that I myself programmed a three D system which runs on personal computers (and I am strictly an amateur programmer who should be doing other things with his time) . Anyway, I cannot use this occasion to announce that I have a new typology of networks because I don't . I hope that somebody will soon! It seems churlish to complain after a decade of success . Not only have we solved most of the problems I noted almost ten years ago, but most major journals in sociology now contain at least one article about social networks in every issue. This was certainly not true ten years ago . Yet, as a field, we are nothing but ambitious . Let me remind us of balance theory and triads. Though we have made enormous technical progress in that field, we have not sufficiently caught the attention of experts on integration and school systems, not to mention general systems theory. We have a great deal to contribute here yet we are not listened to, mainly I believe, because we have yet to capture our findings and summarize them with a catchy metaphor or conceptual phrase .
To conclude : I suggested four areas where in the next ten years we need to make progress and which will help our field technically as well as give us wider attention . The first two are technical and seem familiar : we need new methods of large scale data collection and the corollary of these methods --large scale computation techniques. The last two are conceptual and seem a throw back to a prior era : we need new constructs and new typologies . Yet it has been the successful combination of new style techniques and old style concepts that has most distinguished our field . The last decade has been a history of almost unparalleled success . I am certain that we will do even better in the next ten years .
